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General Framework for E-Government Initiative
in the Syrian Arab Republic

The State is at the service of people, and its institutions protect the fundamental rights of
citizens, develop their lives and support grassroots organizations to be able to develop
themselves.
The Constitution of the Syrian Arab Republic

"Talking about the administrative development... leads us to talking about corruption ... in
spite of efforts to reduce and control it.. we still need successful mechanisms to combat
corruption. Accountability status alone is not enough in spite of its necessity ... so, what is the
actual solution? ... The actual solution to combat corruption is in administration, because
administrative development ... and expanding the use of modern technology ... are
complementary mechanisms to accountability.
In administration.. if there is a truly serious administration... automation... and mechanisms for
evaluation and selection... all of these mechanisms, if available, will give the results we
desire."
Excerpts from the inaugural speech of Mr. President of the Syrian Arab Republic – 2007
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1. Introduction
With the increasing of social and development burdens on the government administration,
particularly in:
•

Limited resources of the Treasury;
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•

Increased number of citizens and their needs, and the necessity to provide them with
better and more services;
• Striving for achieving social development targets;
• Needs of economic sectors in face of challenges of regional and international
competition;
• The ability to achieve adequate rates of economic development;
• The ability to compete at the regional level;
• Enabling the public administration to play a more effective role in the relationship with
the growing number of civil society organizations (CSOs) (social, developmental,
charitable, cultural, scientific..etc.);
• Dealing with the private sector and its requirements; and
• The need to keep pace with technological and information development,
the need to activate the role of government administration has become clear. Launching EGovernment Initiative in Syria is the main tool to achieve this.
2. E-Government Initiative in Syria
The National Strategy for ICT, which was approved by the Government in 2004, included
launching the " E-Government National Initiative" aiming to promote the automation of
government institutions within the scope of a comprehensive program of administrative
reform that enhances the direction of providing services for citizen and social and economic
institutions, and increases effectiveness and productivity of government institutions through
optimally using ICT.
MOCT has signed a memorandum of understanding with UNDP GSR to prepare for the EGovernment Initiative. The memorandum goals include:
 Listing the government frequent services provided by ministries, and setting their
priorities according to the possibility of benefiting from ICT in their implementation.
 Studying the current status according to the e-readiness documents available in Syria
with regard to the infrastructure, human resources and others, and providing clear
indicators of the current status which allows comparison between Syria and other
countries regionally and globally.
 Developing a strategy and a vision for E-Government Initiative, including
compensating the lack of legislation, raising e-readiness and developing a standard
formula for interoperability between different e-government systems, which permits to
avoid central solutions, allows the various ministries to work independently, and
accelerates the pace of progress towards governmental e-services. This strategy must
take into account building the capacity and technical and leadership skills to limit the
resistance to change, as well as strengthen cooperation between private and public
sectors.
2.1. The importance of developing a strategy for E-Government Initiative
The importance of developing a strategy in preparation for the launch of E-government
Initiative originates from the following factors:
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 Develop sound policies and effective administrative frameworks from the beginning to
ensure the proper start of the Initiative;
 Optimum utilization of government investments in the use of ICT to develop the
government work;
 Develop mechanisms for coordination among different government agencies upon
launching ICT projects;
 Ensure effective management for the cost of operating and investment of information
systems in government;
 Develop an integrated plan to promote the successes achieved by some guiding
initiatives in order to build information systems able to respond to the expected
volumes of work in terms of performance and continuity;
 Direct information investments to achieve real economic development targets, rather
than merely achieve information targets;
 Lay the necessary foundations for integration among government information systems
in a modern way to ensure improving the government performance.
2.2. The strategic goals of the E-Government Initiative
In general, the E-Government Initiative seeks to achieve the following three goals:
 Increase and develop the efficiency of government management, as well as streamline
its procedures and reduce its cost of work. This goal benefits the government
management, because it results in reducing the financial and time waste in the
administrative work, then enables the government administration to provide better
services at the same cost, or provide the existing services at a lower cost.
 Increase the effectiveness of government services. This goal helps the beneficiaries
(citizens, business, public employees and CSOs) by providing quality, inclusive and
interactive services adequate to the costumers' wishes and needs in shorter time.
 Support social and economic development. This goal benefits society as a whole by
building a transparent and participatory relationship between the government and
beneficiaries and promoting the concepts of governmental responsibility in a manner
that enables all components of society to achieve the objectives of economic and social
development.
Given the importance of developing a strategy for the E-Government Initiative, we have
divided the work into three stages in accordance with the model shown in Figure 1.
Preparatory stage aims to develop guidelines for the strategy and get national consensus on the
goals, themes and stage of the Initiative, so as to ensure its success and achievement of its
goals, and enable all stakeholders to contribute to the formulation of the strategy. During the
stages of its development, the strategy document reflects a means for ideas development and
exchange between stakeholders and decision makers, as it gets reviewed through their notes to
reach concurrence on the methodology to be adopted in order to implement it. It is planned to
include the full version of the strategy, which is expected to be completed at the end of 2010,
in the Eleventh Five-Year Plan (FYP); and then its final document will become a road map for
decision makers with regard to the programs and projects it covers. The interim document will
be submitted to the Cabinet to approve what has been accomplished, assign the government
agencies to complete the detailed documentation and develop the operational frameworks that
will allow launching the projects and businesses related to the first stage. The final document,
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however, is preferably to be adopted by the Parliament when included within the documents
of the 11th FYP. Figure (1) shows the time frame of the Initiative.
Launching the initiative

Inclusion of the strategy documents in
the 11th FYP

Preparatory Stage

First Stage Implementation

Second Stage Implementation

10th FYP

2008

2009

11th FYP

2010

2011

2012

2013

Figure 1: Time framework of the E-Government Initiative
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2.3. Syrian approach for E-Government Initiative
Directions of E-Government Initiatives of different countries are similar, however, they vary
in degree and pace of change to be achieved, which is related to the local particularity and
resources that can be appropriated. Thus, the speed of achieving the goals of the Initiative
should take into account the results of status evaluating and the available resources so as to
ensure achieving the goals of the strategy. Therefore, the Syrian proposed Initiative has
adopted an approach compatible with the limited resources countries, so that building will be
accomplished in accordance with the methodology of "Think big, start small, scale fast",
according to the model shown in figure (2).1
Implementation of the E-Government

1

Planning for the big
picture

Vision

3
Quick grow

2

Strategy
Resources
Organization
Smart Projects

Small start

Time

Figure 2: Model of implementation of E-Government Initiative
Planning for the big picture requires accurately identifying the e.gov Initiative's vision and
goals, followed by working on the projects that do not require substantial funding and have
big chances of success (high priority projects). This helps guarantee "Quick Wins" that lead to
mobilize actor's support and contribution to help the achievement of the Initiative's goals. The
rapid growth, however, requires the provision of all required resources, and disclosure and
treatment of all bottlenecks in a timely manner which will require the provision of strategic
planning mechanisms necessary to implement the projects in line with the vision and strategic
goals. This ensures not to put large investments in projects found later do not effectively
contribute to the achievement of the strategy goals, and not risk the loss of resources allocated
for the Initiative. This is why providing effective tools to identify priorities (on the one hand)
and effective mechanisms for monitoring and evaluation is so important. In addition, a flexible
concept for policies development, linked to the interim results, should also be adopted to
ensure taking into account policies results at each stage when formulating next stage policies,

1
Approach to implement e-governance (Anderson Consulting), E-Governance and Developing Countries,
Michiel Backus
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in addition to the adoption of some key initiatives that allow increasing the possibility of
overall success.
In consistency with the said direction, the work plan for the first stage (2009 - 2010) will have
two tracks: the implementation of some pilot projects, and projects with high priority in each
ministry, in addition to implementation of projects related to basic services and some projects
related to readiness, and some common services. The second stage (2011 - 2013) will have a
number of relatively large projects in the fields where satisfactory results have been achieved
in the first stage. This will be determined by the monitoring and evaluation mechanisms.
2.4. The general framework of the Initiative
In accordance with the framework of the memorandum of understanding signed between
MOCT and GSR, they both have prepared a set of documents necessary to launch the
Initiative. The detailed documents are to be completed as soon as the Initiative is launched
formally after the adoption of these documents by the Cabinet. Then, the necessary resources
will be allocated to implement the planned first stage in conjunction with the preparation of
the detailed documents necessary for the second stage, which will be included in the
documentation of the 11th FYP. Figure 3 shows the actions that have been executed, and those
that will be executed in each stage.
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Principles and
general concepts
document

Trends
document

Programs Document

Work plan document

Criteria for
determining
priorities
11th
FYP

Interoperability
Standards

Methodologies
of analyzing
cost/returns

Initiative
launch

Listing government services and identifying
the basic services

Project documents:
• Pilot projects
• First priority projects
• Basic services projects
• Readiness raise projects
Launching Stage I projects

Launching Stage II
projects

Communication plan
Monitoring and evaluation document
Back work document

Forming the proposed administrative structures to manage change at the Initiative's level

Preparatory stage: 2008 - 2009
Figure 3: The general framework for E-Government Initiative

Stage I: 2009 - 2010

Stage II: 2011 - 2013

3. E-Government Strategy documents
The E-Government Strategy documents include the following topics: vision, strategic goals
and priorities, work plan (programs and projects), framework of monitoring and evaluation,
the adopted management model, and mechanisms of preparing feasibility studies. The
Strategy is considered a road map for achieving the proposed goals, and takes into account
results of evaluating the enabling environment in Syria with regard to the following
frameworks: The political framework, legislative and regulatory framework, institutional
framework, the human and cultural conditions, communication environment, financial
conditions, technological infrastructure, data and information systems. E-Government
Strategy in Syria is formulated according to a set of objective documentation. During the
preparatory stage for launching E-Government Initiative, policy documents, some documents
on planning and strategic management, and a set of supporting documents were prepared,
while the sponsors for each of the Strategy's three strategic themes undertake completing the
rest of the documents during the 2009 to 2010 stage. The Strategy in its final form includes the
set of documents which will be shown later. In table (1), we find a list of documents relating
to E-Government Strategy, with an indication of the status of each of these documents.
3.1. Policies documents
3.1.1. Basics and general concepts document
This document contains the principles and general concepts related to the e-government, and
provides reference theoretical information that contributes to the standardization of concepts,
terminology and platforms that will be built upon with regard to the E-Government Initiative's
importance, implementation stages and methods of classification. The document also shows
the best practices at each stage, and provides a concise explanation of some of the concepts
associated with e-government, such as the structure of e-government and interoperability
among government agencies.
3.1.2. Trends document
Trends document includes SWOT analysis of the current situation, and suggests an approach
for E-Government Initiative in Syria that deals with regulatory, temporal and technical
frameworks, sets goals for different stages of the Initiative, identifies the strategic themes, and
indicates the objectives to be achieved in each theme, and sponsors for each strategic theme.
3.2. Strategic planning and management documents
3.2.1. Programs document
The document poses the necessary interventions to enable the E-Government Strategy to
achieve its goals for each strategic theme specified in the trends document. It also develops a
work plan at the level of programs that must be implemented in each strategic theme
previously identified, and identifies the desired goals for each program. The document also
presents a detailed vision for the management mechanisms necessary to implement the

strategy (monitoring and evaluation, institutional model, funding sources, mechanisms of
communication).
3.2.2. Work plan document
Work plan includes description of projects attached to each of the strategy programs,
including: project title, project implementing partner, project stakeholders, project duration,
estimated budget, project goals, potential linkages with other projects and other information
necessary to describe the project.
3.2.3. Documents of the projects
For each project contained in the work plan, a project document containing all the technical
and organizational details and the financial and human resources for the project should be
developed.
3.3. Supporting documents
3.3.1. Monitoring and evaluation framework document
It includes a mechanism to monitor work progress on different levels of the Initiative (the
strategic theme, the program, and the project). The mechanism should be able to follow-up
performance at the level of each ministry and institution in order to achieve competition
among the various ministries. Monitoring and evaluation are key components of the process of
implementing the Initiative in Syria. This is connected to the outlook towards the Syrian EGovernment Strategy as it is not an end in itself, but a guiding mechanism for programs and
projects because the Strategy calls each ministry to describe and implement its own projects,
and ensure that the outputs of such projects contribute to achieving the goals of the Initiative.
3.3.2. The document on the priorities for providing government services
electronically
This document contains mechanisms for determining to what extent an institution is ready to
provide all its services electronically, in addition to the expected impact of such providing.
This mechanism allows ministries to begin identifying high-priority projects, and then develop
their annual plans related to the e-government according to bases that ensure the highest
possible success rates after taking into account the various factors that prove the feasibility of
the proposed project.
3.3.3. Document on Interoperability Standards
This document represents a set of governmental standards and guidelines necessary to achieve
interoperability among government agencies on the one hand and between them and their
services beneficiaries (individuals, companies and CSOs) on the other hand. Referred to as
SyGIF (Syrian Government Interoperability Framework), this document contains a set of
standards divided into two groups: the first is the technical group, which is related to the
technical issues of connecting and linking different informatics systems, while the second is
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the Symantec group which aims to standardize structures and implications of governmental
data and information.
3.3.4. Macroeconomic analysis document
It includes a study of the anticipated impacts of the E-Government Strategy on the
macroeconomics. It also presents a model to calculate the cost/benefit in the e-government
projects, and identifies ways of assessing the benefits (non physical) in such egov projects.
3.3.5. Communication Strategy document
It includes ways of communicating with stakeholders. This requires a public relations
campaign to promote the steps, projects and achievements of the Strategy.
3.3.6. Back working document
It includes a description of the methodology followed; a presentation for sources of
information adopted; and the results of listings and questionnaires implemented or depended
on. This document will be developed gradually with the progress of work. This includes the
gradual addition of information on new activities, or an amendment to the current document if
necessary.
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Planned
Policy documents
Basics and general concepts
document
Trends document
Strategic planning and management documents
Programs document
Work Plan document
X
Projects documents
X
Supporting documents
Monitoring and evaluation
framework document
The document on the priorities
for providing government
services electronically
Document on Interoperability
Standards
Macroeconomic analysis
document
Communication Strategy
document
Back working document

Interim document

Final document
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

Table 1: Status of Strategy's various documents
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4. Development of Strategy documents during the preparatory stage of the Initiative
Achieving the said goals of the Initiative requires several years, in addition to the need for
concerted efforts and allocating relatively substantial resources. Therefore, this Initiative
cannot start without a preparatory stage that paves the way to carry out the detailed work later,
ensures coordination and guidance of existing works in the various ministries, and allows the
completion of some high priority projects and raising readiness projects, until the launch of
the final version of the Strategy document within the 11th FYP. Figure (4) shows the steps
used to reach the current version of the Strategy.
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Formulating the document of the basics and general concepts of e-government

Studying the development documents about Syria
(10th FYP - rational governance document – ICT Strategy)

Formulating a draft document for the proposed policy of E-Government Initiative
(vision - goals - strategic themes - time stages) in line with the trends of development

Presenting the draft policy document to the committee formed by resolution No. 5043
of 12 - 9-2005

Conducting an analysis of the current situation, and proposing the required steps for the
following fields (political, legislative, human, finance, communication, infrastructure,
and information systems)

Creating the proposed implementation mechanism in the form of programs, each of which
contributes to the achievement of a set of objectives specified for each strategic theme

Submitting Strategy's documents to the government for discussion

Reviewing the Strategy by an international expert

.
Put forward the Strategy for public discussion

Submitting the existing documents to the Cabinet for approval, and assign
stakeholders to follow-up
Figure 4: Stages of Strategy documents development during the preparatory stage of the
Initiative
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4.1. Mechanisms of policy development associated with the stages
Although the first stage of Strategy implementation is based on two tracks, the first of which
is related to the provision of services with high priority, and the other to the provision of some
basic services, assessment of policy results will play a major role in the development of
second stage policy in accordance with the mechanism shown in Figure 5. The successful
implementation of some basic services will play a role in raising the priority of a wide range
of services in the various ministries, and the same applies to the success of projects of raising
readiness in infrastructure, which will be implemented in the first stage. Therefore, each
ministry should assume drafting the detailed work plan for the services to be provided during
the second stage (at the level of programs and projects) in light of the capability of the first
stage to achieve the numerical goals, provided that the process of coordination is done at the
central level.
Raising
awareness

Setting
objectives

Learning

Setting
policies

Evaluation

Adopting
the policies

Implementation

Figure 5: Policy development cycle2

2

Stone 2001, Janssen et al 2004, HEEKS 2006
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4.2. Services listing track and the basic services definition
Along with the first track based on starting with the high priority services in every ministry to
launch some pilot projects and build on this success to launch relatively large-scale projects in
the second stage, most developing countries, including Syria, have difficulty in accessing
accurate information on needs, and still have challenges regarding the readiness of
infrastructure and basic information systems3. Therefore, a parallel track has been proposed to
provide some basic services whose electronic provision contributes to the creation of a broad
change in the efficient delivery of the rest of government services. Such services have high
rates of demand which makes the process of their electronic provision of a significant impact
on the citizen and the government. The list of basic services will be adopted at the national
level. Such adoption is deemed to be a governmental commitment to allocate the necessary
funds and launch projects related to these services, which enable all ministries to take these
plans into account during the developing of the priorities of the other services which, then,
will have a priority in the implementation, and will be subject to special monitoring during the
implementation process. Figure (6) shows the steps followed in the track of services listing.

3

Benchmarking e-Government: Improving the National and International Measurement, Evaluation and
Comparison of e-Government, RICHARD HEEKS, 2006
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Create a workspace for the ministries, through which they can put the information
relating to their services. This space has been activated through the website .eGov.Sy

Conduct field visits to some ministries, and upload their specified services to the
workspace, then provide assistance to other agencies to upload their services.

Develop a special guide for determining the services priorities according to a set of
criteria (including technical readiness). These criteria have been issued in the form of
the document "Priorities for providing the government services electronically."

Hold a workshop attended by representatives of all ministries, who were trained on
how to use the website dedicated to services listing (eGov.sy), and how to use the
document of setting priorities.

Hold a workshop attended by representatives of all local administrations
(governorates), who were trained on how to use the website dedicated to services
listing (eGov.sy), and how to use the document of setting priorities.

Issue monthly reports to follow up the evolution of uploading processes, follow up
these processes with different parties, and provide the Ministry with copies of them via
email.

Develop a mechanism to check information uploaded by comparing them with the
information provided in the report on the quality of uploading process, which helps the
ministries to avoid errors in the uploaded data.

Determine the basic services according to the criteria identified in the listing document,
the results of the listing and statistical information obtained from the relevant
ministries.

Discuss the basic services with the representatives of the concerned ministries, and
determine the final list of basic services, and the period necessary to make each of
them available electronically.

Put forward the list of basic services through MOCT website to receive proposals from
the beneficiaries
Figure 6: The steps followed for services listing
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5. Steps thhat follow adoption of thhe current Sttrategy docuuments
After the adoption
a
of th
he current documents off the Strategyy, each Stakkeholder of thhe strategic
themes maay be assigneed to compleete the detailled documennts relating too the projectts of its
strategic th
heme, includ
ding adding the
t required updates to th
he programss document in
i light of itss
responsibillity for achieeving the strategic objectives of the concerned
c
thheme, providded that the
executive team
t
ensuress the compattibility of programs in th
he various m
ministries. Th
he three
strategic th
hemes are:
Sponsor
The Steerinng Committeee of the e-ggovernment
Prime Minnistry
MOCT

The strateegic theme
Providingg the governm
ment servicees
electroniccally
Developm
ment of the ggeneral manaagement
Setting upp the enablinng environmeent

In additionn, the Steerin
ng Committeee and the Exxecutive team
m, which is the executivve tool that
contributess to coordinaating and advvancing worrk on the threee strategic tthemes, willl be
establishedd. Stated beloow is the strructure that hhas been pro
oposed in thee Strategy doocuments
which show
w the detaileed tasks of thhe said sponsors.

The Cabiinet

Steerin
ng
Committee of the
E‐Governm
ment
Initiativve

Executive Teeam of
E‐Governm
ment
Initiativve

Mo
onitoring and
Evaluation Unit of
E‐G
Government
Initiative

Program Manager
in the related
r
ministry

Projecct Manager

Project Manager

Central
P
Programme
Manager

Project Manager

Project Manager

Figure 7: The
T proposed
d structure for
fo the implementation of E-Governm
ment Initiativve
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